The Global Scholars Program housed within The Honors College at LSC-North Harris, is designed to provide dynamic, intercultural learning experiences and an International Studies (IS) core-course curriculum to ensure its graduates are well-positioned to live, work, compete, and collaborate in an increasingly globalized world.

Globally-diverse experiences offer students an edge for transfer and career regardless of degree or profession. Eligible students from all programs of study are welcome to apply to the Global Scholars Program.

Global Scholar Benefits:

- Scholarship Opportunities
  - Global Scholar Awards
  - Language Study Awards
  - Distinguished Global Scholars Award

- Study Abroad Opportunities

- Customized Transfer and Scholarship Workshops

- IS Course-Designation on Transcripts

- Global Learning Activities and Events

- Global Student Competitions

- Global Studies Community

- Internships

- Leadership and International Competency Training

- DISTINGUISHED Global Scholars Opportunity

**APPLY NOW**
Currently Accepting Applications for Fall 2021

Starting Eligibility
One or more of the following minimum requirements:
- 9 or more college credit hours: cumulative 3.0 GPA
- A high school GPA of 3.25 on a 4.0 scale

Visit LoneStar.edu/IP for more information.
Questions? Email LSC-GlobalScholars@Lonestar.edu
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